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But for Cletus Frade and his colleagues in the OSS the fight goes on After the end of the war the United States made a 
deal with General Reinhard Gehlen the head of German intelligence s Soviet section In return for a treasure trove of 
intelligence on the Soviets and their spies within the US atom October 1945 The war is over The OSS has been 
disbanded But for Cletus Frade and his colleagues in the OSS the fight goes on hellip In the closing months of the war 
the United States made a secret deal with Reinhard Gehlen head of German intelligence rsquo s Soviet section In 
exchange for a treasure trove of intelligence on the Soviets and their spies within the U S atomic bomb program 
Gehlen rsquo s people would be spirited to safety in Argentin From Booklist October 1945 Germany and Japan have 
both surrendered bringing the war to an end But for Cletus Frade and his band of brave brothers at the OSS the war is 
far from over Unbeknownst to most of the 
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